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Reading is such a powerful tool which one may utilize in attaining success not only in education but also in life. To be specific let us cite the significance and meaning of reading to every learner in the school.

Reading makes a full man. It is said that a learner needs reading skill in order to survive. Through reading the child is able to meet numerous ideas which are essential for learning and these make him complete.

Reading develops critical thinking. Because of the reading materials that a child meets, his or her critical thinking is developed. The different concepts and insights from varied reading materials are instrumental in gaining better perspectives in life.

Reading widens the reservoir of knowledge. Abundance in knowledge is attained through reading. The more a child reads, the more facts or data are achieved. The more time is spent for reading, the more information are gained.

Reading creates imaginative discerning. The picture of everything that one reads may enrich one’s imagination. Through reading, the child may have an imaginative view of a person, story, place or event. Certainly, the ability to imagine is powered by reading.

Reading increases one’s vocabulary. In reading we encounter more words; in reading we enrich our vocabulary. A child who continuously reads may collect more words in mind. The richness of vocabulary depends on the number of words we read.
Reading leads to brilliant insights. There are so many mesmerizing stories, beautiful lines and profound thoughts that are met in reading. These literary pieces are helpful in gaining dazzling insights with astounding meaning and nature.

Reading creates positive outlook. Upon reading ideas that are inspirational and stories that are awesome, one’s outlook becomes positive. It is good to have read materials with moral lessons and values.

Reading develops inspirations. Though reading a child may become inspired through the well-renowned people and their heroic deeds. The people and their deeds motivate the child in pursuing better undertakings in life.

Generally, reading has enormous benefits to the learners and this should be instilled in every child’s mind. As once stated by the English philosopher, William Godwin "He that loves reading has everything within his reach."
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